
PASTRY Chocolate work  

These stainless steel frames are very easy to keep clean. They let

you make slabs of cream filling, chocolate, marzipan, fruit paste,

etc. Five different frame heights are available.

Code Designation Lcm Wcm Th.mm

3085.053085.05 5 mm 33,7 33,7 5

3085.083085.08 8 mm 33,7 33,7 8

3085.103085.10 10 mm 33,7 33,7 10

3085.123085.12 12 mm 33,7 33,7 12

Professional stainless steel levelling frame Ht 5 to 12 mm

The bain-marie cooker consists of a hollow stainless

steel shell in which water is heated. It enables you to

heat at lukewarm temperatures for melting chocolate

or keeping sauces warm. 

It has a handle, which makes it easy to use. 

For all heat sources , including induction hobs.

Code Designation Øcm Hcm Liters. Th.mm Kg

3437.16N3437.16N With handle and double st. steel body 16 12,5 1,5 1 0,97

Bain-marie cooker
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PASTRY Chocolate work  

The stainless steel chocolate forks have a handle made of

polypropylene. The box includes 10 forks.

Code Designation Lcm Wcm Kg

4347.404347.40 21 8 0,33

Set of 10 stainless steel chocolate forks

The chocolate leafmaker is made from food-grade plastic. With a

turn of the handle it lets you make light, appetizing, decorative

leaf-curls: give it a full or half turn to make one chocolate leaf-curl.

Remove the handle and place the decoration on the cream cake.

The leafmaker can also be used for cheese.

Code Designation Øcm Hcm Kg

4046640466 Chocolate "girolle" - Base and crank 22 15 0,24
While stocks last

Chocolate Girolle

Cold use.

Code Designation Lcm Wcm Kg

042032042032 30 20 0,02

Set of 5 polyethylene sheets for chocolate work

The sugar coater enables dried fruits (almonds, hazelnuts, walnuts,

etc.) to be sugar coated or to be covered with chocolate,

marzipan... 6 to 8kg (13-18lbs) of sweets or candies can be made

in 30 minutes. 

Improved fastening system. 

The stainless steel double bell fits onto beaters : 

- KITCHENAID K5 Super Plus 

- KITCHENAID ARTISAN PRO 

- Dito Sama BE5 A 

- Dito Sama 3500.00

Code Designation Øcm Kg

3500.003500.00 40 4,2

Created by Pascal Brunstein

Ruban Bleu 1997

Sweet maker - Coating system
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